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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a description, sensitivity analyses, sample results, validation, and the recent progress done on
the development of a new satellite rainfall estimation technique in the National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NO AA). The technique, called the
auto-estimator, runs in real time for applications to flash flood forecasting, numerical modeling, and operational hydrology. The auto-estimator uses the Geoestationary Operational Environmental Satellite-8 and -9 in the infrared (IR) 10.7-^m
band to compute real-time precipitation amounts based on a power-law regression algorithm. This regression is derived
from a statistical analysis between surface radar-derived instantaneous rainfall estimates and satellite-derived IR cloudtop temperatures collocated in time and space. The rainfall rate estimates are adjusted for different moisture regimes
using the most recent fields of precipitable water and relative humidity generated by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Eta Model. In addition, a mask is computed to restrict rain to regions satisfying two criteria: (a) the
growth rate of the cloud as a function of the temperature change of the cloud tops in two consecutive IR images must be
positive, and (b) the spatial gradients of the cloud-top temperature field must show distinct and isolated cold cores in the
cloud-top surface. Both the growth rate and the gradient corrections are useful for locating heavy precipitation cores.
The auto-estimator has been used experimentally for almost 3 yr to provide real-time instantaneous rainfall rate estimates, average hourly estimates, and 3-, 6-, and 24-h accumulations over the conterminous 48 United States and nearby
ocean areas. The NOAA/NESDIS Satellite Analyses Branch (SAB) has examined the accuracy of the rainfall estimates
daily for a variety of storm systems. They have determined that the algorithm produces useful 1-6-h estimates for flash
flood monitoring but exaggerates the area of precipitation causing overestimation of 24-h rainfall total associated with
slow-moving, cold-topped mesoscale convective systems. The SAB analyses have also shown a tendency for underestimation of rainfall rates in warm-top stratiform cloud systems. Until further improvements, the use of this technique for
stratiform events should be considered with caution. The authors validate the hourly rainfall rates of the auto-estimator
using gauge-adjusted radar precipitation products (with radar bias removed) in three distinct cases. Results show that
the auto-estimator has modest skill at 1-h time resolution for a spatial resolution of 12 km. Results improve with larger
grid sizes (48 by 48 km or larger).
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rology and hydrology. Although the estimates are indirect, the high frequency and high spatial resolution
of the measurements, as well as the broad area that they
cover, make them uniquely complementary to rain
gauge and radar measurements. Moreover, the latent
heat release profile inferred from these real-time estimates can be used by numerical forecast models to
provide quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs).
They also provide valuable guidance to meteorologists
and hydrologists issuing flash flood watches and warnings, especially when several storm systems need to
be analyzed simultaneously. The use of conventional
rain gauge measurements in these applications is limited because their distribution is sparse and not available in mountain and scarcely populated areas.
1 847
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Meteorological radar data have their own limitations;
the extensive WSR-88D network in the United States
is affected by ground clutter (both urban and mountain), attenuation problems, beam overshoot, and varying Z-R relationship associated with different
precipitation regimes. However, satellite-derived rainfall rate estimates are available every 15 min at a 4-km
spatial resolution over North America and thus can
assist in the detection of flash flood and heavy precipitation areas in real time.
In order to support the National Weather Service's
(NWS) efforts to improve flash flood watches and
warnings and heavy precipitation forecasts, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Environmental Satellite Data and Information
Service (NOAA/NESDIS) Satellite Analysis Branch
(SAB) in Camp Springs, Maryland, is currently providing satellite precipitation estimates and outlooks
to the NWS Forecast Offices and River Forecast Centers around the country (Borneman 1988). These
satellite-derived precipitation estimates have been
generated operationally since 1978 using a methodology developed by Scofield and Oliver (1977) and
Scofield (1987), called the interactive flash flood analyzer (IFFA). Due to the considerable time needed to
process, interpret, and compute images, the meteorologist using IFFA is able to analyze only one precipitation system at a time. When there are many
thunderstorm complexes, an automatic fast rainfall
rate estimation technique would be very useful. In
response to the NWS, NESDIS scientists have developed an experimental automated satellite rainfall rate
estimation technique (called the auto-estimator) that
uses the full spatial and temporal resolution of the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
(GOES) longwave infrared (IR) window (10.7 /urn).
Instantaneous estimates, average rainfall rates over the
past hour and 3-, 6-, and 24-h accumulations are processed for convective systems and tropical and extratropical cyclones in real time both for the continental
United States and coastal areas.
The auto-estimator differs from previous methods
that use IR data for rainfall rate estimation (Martin
et al. 1990; Goodman et al. 1994; Adler and Negri
1988; Arkin 1979; Griffith et al. 1978). This algorithm
focuses on heavy precipitation with high spatial and
temporal resolution and considers several factors in addition to IR window cloud-top temperature, such as
environmental moisture, cloud growth, and cloud-top
structure. The main focus is on estimates in the time
frame of 0-6 h for flash flood warning, watches, and
1836

detection. The technique has been tested by SAB for
various types of rainfall systems on different time periods for over 2 yr and has provided useful results for
1-, 3-, and 6-h estimates. In this paper, we describe the
latest work on the development of the auto-estimator
by NOAA/NESDIS. The results of sensitivity analyses and validation for three case studies are presented.

2. Technique description
One of the most important facts about rain clouds
used in the development of the auto-estimator is that
clouds with cold tops in the IR imagery produce more
rainfall than those with warmer tops (Scherer and
Hudlow 1971; Scofield 1987). Comparison of GOES
cloud-top temperature in the IR images and visible
images against collocated radar images have demonstrated that convective thunderstorms are characterized by very low cloud-top temperatures (195-210 K)
and rapid spatial and temporal changes in the structure of the cloud-top surface. Since rain tends to be a
discontinuous variable, the correct computation of the
estimates depends not only on the accurate determination of the instantaneous rainfall rates for every
pixel, but also on the effective screening of the
nonraining pixels. This is difficult using a single IR
channel alone because only the cloud tops can be observed. However, structural analyses of the cloud-top
temperature distribution on a pixel by pixel basis, as
well as the temporal evolution of the cloud systems
using two consecutive images, help to locate precipitating areas.
The auto-estimator initially computes rainfall rates
based on a nonlinear, power-law regression relationship between cloud-top temperature (10.7-^um brightness temperature) and radar-derived rainfall estimates.
The use of a power-law relation between cloud-top
temperature and precipitation rates was suggested by
the study of Gagin et al. (1985) and was used previously by Martin et al. (1990) and Goodman et al.
(1994). Next, the auto-estimator uses National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Eta Modelgenerated relative humidity (RH) and precipitable
water (PW) to analyze the environmental moisture and
scale the rainfall amounts accordingly. The use of
twice-a-day rawinsonde-derived PW and RH for this
purpose was originally proposed by Wylie (1979) and
Scofield and Oliver (1980). Finally, two additional
tests are used to screen nonraining pixels. First, based
on the work of Woodley et al. (1972), rain is assumed
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to be associated with growing clouds exhibiting overshooting tops. Consecutive half-hourly satellite IR
images are used to indicate vertically growing and
decaying cloud systems. Second, in the absence of
consecutive IR images one half-hour apart, a finite
difference analysis of the cloud-top temperature on a
single IR image is used as a gradient correction factor. This factor identifies overshooting tops and warm
core sinking areas within the cloud system. The application of spatial gradient analyses to remove thin,
nonprecipitating cirrus cloud was used previously by
Adler and Negri (1988) in the development of the convective stratiform technique.

cloud tops within a grid size area of 60 km x 60 km.
This procedure helps to minimize collocation errors
due to time and navigation differences between the IR
and radar images. After analyzing many convective
systems over several days, 6800 collocated pixels
consisting of IR cloud-top temperatures and corresponding instantaneous radar rainfall estimates were
collected from 16 pairs of images. This dataset was
used to compute the power-law regression curve. The

a. Rain rate versus cloud-top temperature
The precipitation rates are initialized using a
power-law fit between instantaneous radar-derived
rainfall estimates and satellite measurements of IR
brightness temperatures at cloud top. The relationship
has been computed using 4-km resolution pairs of
GOES-8 IR images and collocated instantaneous radar rainfall estimates from the U.S. operational network of 5- and 10-cm radar (WSR-57S, WSR-74C,
WSRFS-88D) in the central Great Plains and the areas adjacent to the Gulf of Mexico. The radar
reflectivity-rainfall rate conversion is based on the
Miami Z-R relation
Z = 300/?14
used during the Experimental Meteorology Laboratory
(EML) experiments (Woodley 1970). This relation
appeared to perform as well as a rain gauge network
density of 65 km2 per gauge for daily rainfall estimation during the 1972 and 1973 EML experiment over
Florida. The above Z-R relation seems to be the best
available for convective rain over that region
(Woodley et al. 1975).
The original set of observations, collected during
the months of March to June 1995, was composed of
120 pairs of IR cloud-top temperatures and radarderived rainfall estimates with 4 km by 4 km pixel
resolution. Only convective rain systems were considered. Every IR-radar image pair was coincident within
time difference of less than 10 min and had a navigation error of 5-10 km. An automated search, followed
by a manual screening, was used to select 32 pairs of
images showing clearly delineated convective cores
in the IR and in the corresponding radar images
(Vicente 1996). Both visible and IR images were used
to match the highest rainfall rate with the coldest IR
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

FIG. 1. (a) Mean rainfall rate for each temperature from 195.0
to 260.0 K computed from collocated pairs of radar-derived
rainfall rate estimates and IR cloud-top temperature (dotted curve).
Power-law fit between radar-derived rainfall estimates and cloudtop temperature (solid curve), (b) Scatterplot between the mean
rainfall rate for different temperature and the regressed value.
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result of the comparison between the mean radarderived estimates for each 1-K interval from 195 to
260 K is shown in Fig. la. The dots represents the
mean radar-derived rainfall for each 1-K temperature
interval and the solid curve represents the regression
fit given by
R= 1.1183 1011 expir3.6382 10-2T12),
where R is the rainfall rate in millimeters per hour and
T is the cloud-top brightness temperature in kelvins.
Both rain and nonrain pixels are considered in the computation of the regression fit.
Another 16 pairs of IR-radar instantaneous estimate images were used as an independent dataset for
the statistical analyses. However, this time the rainfall rate is computed through the above power-law
regression curve for each 1-K interval from 195.0 to
260.0 K, and the result is compared to the corresponding mean radar rainfall rate estimate for each 1-K
interval. Scatterplots between the mean radar estimates
for each 1-K interval and the computed rainfall rates
derived from the regression curve above are shown in
Fig. lb. The two estimates have a correlation coefficient (R) of 0.98, a root-mean-square error (rmse) of
7.22 mm h-1, and a bias of 0.35 mm h-1. The standard
deviations are 33.34 and 35.84 mm h-1 for measurements and estimates, respectively. Although the pairs
of IR and radar images used in the statistical evaluation of the power-law curve are not the same as those
used in the regression procedure, some of them are

FIG. 2. Area analyzed in the study. 3-h rainfall accumulation
on 18 March 1997 from 2015 to 2315 UTC, region (A); 3° x 3°
areas for hourly rainfall rate evaluation on 27-28 October 1996
from 2300 to 0600 UTC, region (B); 22 June 1997 from 1400
to 2100 UTC, region (C); and 18-19 March 1997 from 2000 to
0200 UTC, region (D).
1836

from the same rain systems at different times.
Consequently the data source is not totally
independent. This partially explains the unusually high
correlation coefficient and low bias shown in Fig. lb.
b. Moisture correction factor
A single regression curve for rainfall rate retrieval
is appealing but has very limited application because
of the variety of physical processes associated with
rain generation. The relation between cloud-top temperature and surface rainfall rate varies with storm
type, season, location, low-level environment, and
many other factors that make it impossible to be accurate with a single regression curve. Instead of searching for a different curve for each situation, it seems
more practical to calibrate one generic relation with
more information than just the cloud-top temperature.
The power-law curve used in this study is inadequate
to represent rainfall over the entire United States
throughout the year. There is a tendency to overestimate the rainfall rates in dry environments and underestimate them under high moisture conditions. This
problem is discussed by Scofield (1987), who proposed the used of a moisture correction factor defined
as the product of PW in the layer from the surface to
500 mb times RH (mean values between the surface
and the 500-mb level) data, obtained from rawinsonde
data twice a day (PWRH). Precipitable water is in units
of inches of water and relative humidity in percentage
(e.g., 50% = 0.50).
In this study, the PWRH factor is empirically
scaled from 0.0 to 2.0, and the environment is considered dry if PWRH is significantly below 1.0 (high base
thunderstorms) and quite moist if PWRH is greater
than 1.0. The PWRH factor decreases rainfall rates in
very dry environments and increases them in very
moist ones. However, a close look at the regression
curve in Fig. la shows that if T< 210 K, a very small
change in the temperature will cause a very rapid increase in the rainfall rate. This rapid increase in the
rainfall rate happens because the regression curve between cloud-top temperature and radar rainfall rates
was developed for intense convective systems, which
can be contaminated by hail, so that the radar rainfall
is unrealistically high. As an example, from 220 to
210 K the rainfall rate changes from 7 to 25 mm h"1,
and from 210 to 200 K it changes from 25 to
83 mm lr 1 . There have been very few situations in the
United States when the precipitation rates exceed
72 mm h_1. This implies that there is no need to increase the rainfall rates for T < 210 K but implies inVol. 79, No. 9, September 1998
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FIG. 3. The 3-h rainfall accumulation from 2000 to 2300 UTC 18 March 1997. (a) Gauge-adjusted radar, (b) IR cloud-top temperature
only, (c) IR plus the moisture correction factor, (d) IR plus the moisture correction factor and the gradient correction factor, (e) IR plus
the moisture correction factor and the growth rate correction factor.

stead to decrease it whenever the environment is dry
(PWRH < 1.0). Based on this justification, the following criteria are applied.
•

•

If T < 210 K and PWRH >1.0, the environmental
moisture is already very high, and the computed
rainfall rate should not be multiplied by the PWRH
correction factor.
If T < 200 K, the rainfall rate should be limited to
72.0 mm h_1, approximately the maximum rainfall

Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

rate found over the United States for a 4 km x 4 km
grid.
c. Cloud growth rate correction factor
Assuming that the rainfall rates can be computed
by a power-law regression curve and adjusted to different environments with the moisture correction factor, the next important issue to focus on is the
rain-no-rain discrimination problem. According to
Woodley and Sancho (1971), approximately 90% of
1 847
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the rain from a cloud is produced by only 50% of the
precipitation area. This implies that the use of the IR
cloud-top temperature alone for rainfall estimation
without considering the evolution of the cloud system
will result in an excessive area of precipitation. A convective system is more active and produces the greatest rainfall rates when the tops are becoming colder
and expanding (Woodley et al. 1975; Griffith et al.
1978; Scofield and Oliver 1977). Thus, the detection
of active or decaying portions of thunderstorms can
be attempted by searching for collocated pixels in two
consecutive IR images that become colder, warmer,
or stay at the same temperature. Based on the conclusion of Woodley et al. (1972) and Scofield (1987) that
decaying clouds or clouds with cold tops that are
becoming warmer produce little or no rainfall, the
rainfall rate computed from the power-law regression
curve (Fig. la) is then modified according to the
following.
•

•

•

If the coldest IR pixels in the first image are colder
in the second image, the convective system is intensifying and the pixels in the first image are associated with the heaviest precipitation rates. In
this case the rainfall rate computed from the regression curve remains unchanged.
If the coldest IR pixels in the first image are warmer
in the second image, the convective system is
weakening and upward vertical motion has likely
ceased. In this case, the rainfall rate is adjusted to
zero for those pixels.
If there has been no change in the cloud-top temperature in the two consecutive images (no growth
or decay in the 0.5-h interval), the rainfall rate computed through the regression curve stays the same.

Therefore, the growth correction factor will be 0
or 1, acting as a rain mask for the regression curve.
Thus the growth rate correction factor serves as a rainno-rain discriminator, with no intention of changing
the magnitude of the rain rate.
d. Cloud-top temperature gradient correction
To be effective as a rain-no-rain discriminator, the
growth rate correction factor depends on the availability of two consecutive images 0.5 h apart. This correction factor relies on the understanding of the
temporal evolution of the cloud system in terms of its
growth and decay on a pixel by pixel basis. In certain
circumstances, however, only one satellite IR image
is available within a time period of 2-3 h. This is quite
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

FIG. 4. Radar and satellite (gradient and growth rate versions)
area average rain depth for hourly estimates on 3° x 3° grid on
(a) 27-28 October 1996 from 2300 to 0600 UTC, (b) 18-19 March
1997 from 2000 to 0200 UTC and (c) 22 June 1997 from 1400 to
2100 UTC.
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common during the satellite eclipse period or when can find maxima and minima by analyzing the first and
there are data transmission problems, and it can be a second derivative of T. The second derivatives of T on
hindrance for a technique working in real time. Given the point or pixel PQ = (x^yj are given by
the high resolution of the IR cloud-top temperature
image, much information can also be extracted from
T" x/x=x° - d2T/dx2 /x=x°7.
the cloud-top structure on a single IR image or the
cloud-top temperature gradient. Negri and Adler
T
"yly=r
= 3
(1981) show that in a majority of cases, the GOES IR
JI//
pixels that are colder than a local satellite IR tempera= v d"2T/dxdy.
x/x=x°,y/y=y°
'
" lx=x°, /y=y°*
ture minima coincide with individual radar echoes.
In this study, the concept of finite difference is used and the term H (known as Hessian) given by
to locate the local temperature maxima and minima
within grids of 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 pixels. The idea is to
H - (T x/x=xo)(T y/y=y0) — (T x/x=x0 /y=y0).
search for the pixels that are above the average cloudtop surface height (local temperature minima) and as- Here PQ is characterized in the following way:
sume these pixels indicate active convective associated
with precipitation beneath. As a result the procedure
H > 0 and (d 2 T/dx 2 /x=x0 ) < 0 -> maximum,
consists of searching for the highest (coldest) and lowest (warmest) could tops within a 3 x 3 pixel area cenH > 0 and (d 2 T/dx 2 /x=x0 ) > 0
minimum,
tered on the point PQ = (xQ,y0). If the cloud-top surface
is defined by T = T(x,y), where 7 is the cloud-top temH < 0 —> no maximum, no minimum,
perature as a function of the x and y coordinates, we
H = 0 —> not known.
TABLE 2. Rainfall rate for the gradient and growth rate versions of the auto-estimator in
three grid size resolutions: 0015 to 0615 UTC 28 October 1996. Mean (mm h"1), bias
(mm h_1), nnse (mm h_1), standard deviation (mm h-1), false alarm ratio, probability of
detection, and error. Boldfaced numbers show best statistical results.
Version
Grid size, km

IR + PWRH + gradient

IR + PWRH + growth rate

12x12

48x48

100 x 100

12x12

48x48

100 x 100

Sample size

1890

140

42

1890

140

42

Correlation

0.66

0.80

0.85

0.60

0.72

0.75

Satellite mean

1.93

3.76

1.78

1.22

1.46

1.78

Radar mean

1.36

1.88

2.24

1.36

1.88

1.26

Bias

0.57

0.58

0.46

-0.14

-0.42

-0.52

Rmse

2.66

2.32

1.47

2.36

2.17

1.63

Satellite std dev

3.34

3.76

2.67

2.17

2.28

1.36

Radar std dev

2.88

3.09

2.30

2.88

3.09

2.30

FAR

0.36

0.17

0.08

0.34

0.15

0.08

POD

0.80

0.89

0.97

0.80

0.83

0.94

ERR

0.30

0.21

0.09

0.31

0.24

0.12

Using this information, the
rainfall rate derived from the
curve in Fig. la is adjusted in the
following way.
•

•

•

1836

•

If PQ is a maximum, indicating a high cloud top with PQ
colder than its surroundings,
the rainfall rate given by the
regression curve remains
unchanged.
If PQ is a minimum, indicating a relatively low cloud top
with PQ warmer than its surroundings, the rainfall rate is
set to zero.
If PQ is neither a maximum
or a minimum, indicating PQ
is at the same height and
temperature as its surroundings, the rainfall rate is set to
zero.
Finally, if PQ cannot be defined, the whole process is
repeated using pixels within
a 5 x 5 pixel grid.
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The cloud gradient correction factor will be 0 or 1
and acts like a rain mask for the regression curve.

2015 to 2315 UTC. This NE-SW-oriented squall line
was selected because it generated heavy rainfall during the 3 h of the observation. Estimates are averaged
on 12-, 48-, and 100-km grids. The 3-h accumulations
were verified against gauge-adjusted radar measurements (Seo at al. 1996) in grid boxes where the radar
coverage was complete (Fig. 3a). No correction was
done near the edge of the radar scans where the radar
beam is judged to be too high to measure the low-level
precipitation.
In order to assess the impact of each of the correction factors, rainfall rates were computed by using 1)
the regression curve alone (IR cloud-top temperature
only, Fig. 3b), 2) the curve plus the PWRH correction
factor (Fig. 3c), 3) the curve plus the PWRH factor and
the gradient correction factor (Fig. 3d), and 4) the curve
plus the PWRH factor and the growth rate correction
factor (Fig. 3e). Four more additional combinations of
the regression curve and the correction factors are not
shown in this paper. They are the curve with the
growth rate and/or the gradient correction factor, but
without the PWRH correction, and the curve plus

e. Rainfall rate computation
Two versions of the auto-estimator are presented
here. In the first one, called growth rate version, the
estimates for each pixel in the IR image are given by
the product of the rainfall rate, derived from the regression curve, times the moisture correction factor,
times the growth rate factor. In the second one, called
gradient rate version, the estimates for each pixel in
the IR image is given by the product of the rainfall
rate derived from the regression curve, times the moisture correction factor, times the gradient correction
factor. The single image rainfall rates are calculated
for each GOES IR image available every 15 and
45 min after the hour. The calculation takes less
than 10 s on an HP-755 workstation. The average
hourly rainfall rate is computed on a pixel by pixel
basis using the statistical trimean (Wilks 1995) of
three consecutive images. The trimean is a weighted
average in which the median of the three values receives twice the weight, so that
for every pixel the hourly rain—
TABLE 3. Rainfall rate for the gradient and growth rate versions of the auto-estimator in
fall rate is given by
three grid size resolutions: 2015 to 0215 UTC 18 and 19 March 1997. Mean (mm hr1), bias
(mm h-1), rmse (mm h_1), standard deviation (mm h_1), false alarm ratio, probability of
detection, and error. Boldfaced numbers show best statistical results.

Rain(1-hour)
n , , = v(Rain
m
+ 2 Rain

Version

+ Rain

)/4.

Whenever two or three values are the same, the 1-h rainfall
rate is reduced to a simple mean.
The accumulated rainfall rate for
periods longer than 1 h is computed by summing the rainfall
rates for all 1-h collocated pixels in the desired time period.

3. Sensitivity analysis
of correction factors
A case study was completed
for a rain system moving eastward within the southern region
of the United States (area A in
Fig. 2 delineated by the dotted
line) on 18 March 1997 from

IR + PWRH + gradient

IR + PWRH + growth rate

12x12

48x48

100 x 100

12x12

48x48

100 x 100

Sample size

1513

96

28

1513

96

28

Correlation

0.52

0.63

0.72

0.41

0.53

0.68

Satellite mean

3.95

3.54

3.11

4.56

4.11

3.37

Radar mean

3.23

2.80

2.23

3.23

2.80

2.23

Bias

0.72

0.74

0.88

1.33

1.31

1.14

Rmse

4.28

3.15

2.28

5.04

3.83

2.58

Satellite std dev

4.88

2.83

2.48

3.99

3.49

2.77

Radar std dev

3.09

3.96

3.08

4.88

3.96

3.08

FAR

0.30

0.21

0.12

0.31

0.21

0.12

POD

0.97

0.99

1.0

0.93

0.97

1.0

ERR

0.29

0.21

0.12

0.31

0.22

0.12

Grid size, km
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(rain hits); and the ERR is given
by the sum of the misses and
false alarms divided by the total
number of points investigated.
The statistical analyses in
Table 1 shows for the 18 March
Version
IR + PWRH + gradient
IR + PWRH + growth rate
1997 case a comparison of the
different computations of rain12x12
4 8 x 4 8 100 x 100
Grid size, km
4 8 x 4 8 100 x 100 1 2 x 1 2
fall rates as a function of three
grid sizes. The best statistical
Sample size
1785
1785
112
28
112
28
values are boldfaced. Although
0.78
0.89
Correlation
0.57
0.72
0.60
0.76
the regression curve alone (column 1) presents the highest corSatellite mean
1.87
1.68
1.66
1.76
2.00
1.75
relation coefficients and POD
for all three grid sizes, it also has
Radar mean
1.25
1.43
1.25
1.25
1.43
1.25
the highest bias, rmse, std dev,
0.41
0.45
FAR, and ERR. The introducBias
0.43
0.51
0.50
0.57
tion of the PWRH correction
2.64
1.17
Rmse
1.75
1.79
1.40
2.70
factor (column 2) lowers the correlation coefficient and the POD
Satellite std dev
2.90
2.50
2.06
2.12
3.18
2.69
but also significantly improves
the other statistical measureRadar std dev
1.54
1.54
2.70
2.06
2.70
2.06
ments. Finally, the application of
FAR
0.36
0.20
0.15
0.37
0.20
0.15
the gradient and growth rate correction factors further improves
POD
0.76
0.88
0.96
0.73
0.88
0.96
the results; for this case, the gradient slightly outperformed the
ERR
0.27
0.20
0.18
0.28
0.21
0.18
growth rate, but there are also
cases where the growth rate does
better than the gradient. QualitaPWRH, plus the gradient and growth rate correction tive evaluation of well-defined and isolated convectogether. Our experience has shown that the PWRH tive storm systems indicates that the growth rate
correction factor is fundamental in eliminating exces- correction tends to be more efficient than the gradient
sive rainfall amounts in dry environments where cold correction as a rain-no-rain discriminator during the
cloud-top convection is occurring. On the other hand, developing early stage of a precipitation system. Once
the combined use of the gradient and growth rate cor- the system has reached a mature stage, the growth and
rection factors tends to decrease the rainfall rate decay rates are obscured by cirrus debris in the satellite data and the gradient correction begins to screen
amounts too much.
Several statistical measures are used to compare the out nonraining parts of the cloud. These nonraining
GOES with the rain gauge-adjusted radar measure- anvil cirrus are characterized by low temperatures
ments. They include the correlation coefficient, the (lower than 213 K) but weak temperature gradients.
mean rainfall rate, the bias, the rmse, the std dev, the
Table 1 indicates that the PWRH factor significantly
false alarm ratio (FAR), the probability of detection improved the rain rate computed from the regression
(POD), and the error (ERR). The FAR is given by the curve and the gradient/growth rate corrections helped
number of points incorrectly classified as rain (false to distinguish raining areas from nonraining ones.
alarms) divided by the sum of the points correctly classified as rain (rain hits) and those incorrectly classified
as rain (false alarm); the POD is given by the number 4 . Case studies
of points correctly classified as rain (rain hits) divided
by the sum of the points incorrectly classified as no
The auto-estimator was tested in three case studies;
rain (rain misses) and those correctly classified as rain Fig. 3 denotes each one of the study areas (3° x 3° in

TABLE 4. Rainfall rate for the gradient and growth rate versions of the auto-estimator in
three grid size resolutions: 1415 to 2115 UTC 22 June. Mean (mm hr1), bias (mm h-1), rmse
(mm h-1X standard deviation (mm h_1), false alarm ratio, probability of detection, and error.
Boldfaced numbers show best statistical results.
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TABLE 5. Rainfall rate for the gradient and growth rate versions of the auto-estimator in four grid size resolutions for all cases
combined. Mean (mm h_1), bias (mm h-1), rmse (mm h-1), standard deviation (mm h_1), false alarm ratio, probability of detection, and
error. Boldfaced numbers show best statistical results.
Version

IR + PWRH + gradient

IR + PWRH + growth rate

12x12
(km)

48x48
(km)

100 x 100
(km)

3x3
(°)

12x12
(km)

48x48
(km)

100 x 100
(km)

3x3
o

Sample size

5188

348

98

20

5188

348

98

20

Correlation

0.59

0.72

0.77

0.91

0.54

0.64

0.68

0.87

Satellite mean

2.43

2.50

2.38

2.45

2.38

2.28

2.07

2.41

Radar mean

1.87

1.93

1.81

1.88

1.87

1.93

1.81

1.88

Bias

0.56

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.51

0.35

0.26

0.53

Rmse

3.21

2.43

1.72

0.99

3.45

2.63

1.86

1.21

Satellite std dev

3.27

3.22

2.48

1.87

3.44

3.01

2.22

2.09

Radar std dev

3.64

3.14

2.37

1.41

3.64

3.14

2.37

1.41

FAR

0.34

0.19

0.06

0.00

0.34

0.18

0.11

0.00

POD

0.85

0.92

0.98

1.00

0.80

0.89

0.97

1.00

ERR

0.29

0.21

0.12

0.00

0.30

0.22

0.13

0.00

Grid size

size). These cases were selected with the purpose of
showing the effectiveness of the present technique to
provide reliable rainfall estimations for flash floods
caused by very intense and short-lived convective systems typical of summer seasons in the United States.
The rain systems are characterized by well-delineated
cloud clusters during the time of the observations and
capable of producing significant precipitation amounts
on the time length of 3-6 h.
a. 27-28 October 1996, 2315-0615 UTC
(northeast A rkansas)
This heavy rainfall event (over 100 mm within a
24-h period) was associated with a NE-SW stationary front along which mesoscale convective systems
(MCSs) regenerated and propagated across Arkansas.
Arkansas was located in the right front entrance of an
upper-level jet streak positioned over the upper Midwest. A tropical water vapor plume as detected by the
GOES-8 6.7-jim channel extended from the eastern
Pacific to the Arkansas area. Rainfall estimates were
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

computed for a time period when the MCSs were
reaching maturity (anvil temperatures colder than
208 K) between 2315 and 0315 UTC and during dissipation (0315-0615 UTC).
Figure 4a shows estimates of 1-h average rain
depth within area B (Fig. 2) from 2315 UTC 27 October to 0615 UTC 28 October, where both the rain
and nonrain pixels are considered. For the entire area
(3° x 3°), both the gradient and growth rate versions
of the auto-estimator compared well with the adjusted
radar for 0015 and 0115 UTC. Both versions underestimated the rainfall rates for the hours 0215 and
0315 UTC. However, the growth rate version overestimated the rest of the period while the gradient version overestimated for 0415 UTC and underestimated
for 0615 UTC. Overall, the gradient correction version outperformed the growth rate version.
The hourly GOES estimates were compared to the
hourly radar-adjusted estimates for the grid boxes of
12-, 48-, and 100-km resolution. Statistical results are
shown in Table 2. The gradient version achieved the
1 847
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FIG. 5. Frequency distribution of rainfall rate irom radar-adjusted gauge,
gradient, and growth version of the auto-estimator for (a) 12 x 12 km grid size,

(b) 48 x 48 km grid size, and (c) 100 x 100 km grid size.

best correlation coefficients, 0.66, 0.80, and 0.85, respectively, for these grid resolutions, as well as the
highest POD and the lowest ERR. However, the
growth rate version had the lowest bias, the lowest
rmse and std dev, and the lowest FAR overall.
b. 18-19 March 1997, 2015-0215 UTC
(east Texas)
The heavy rainfall in this event (around 500 mm
in a 24-h period) was associated with a NE-SWoriented squall line that developed ahead of an upper1836

level low. A water vapor plume as detected by the GOES-8 6.7-^m channel
extended from the eastern tropical Pacific
northeast to the Texas area. Strong diffluence was present at 500 mb over east
Texas and a surface front was positioned
from the Texas panhandle northeast to
the Ohio Valley. This case study isolated
one of the MCSs that developed along
the squall line over east Texas. The MCS
grew and became colder (tops colder than
208 K) between 2015 and 2315 UTC.
After 2315 UTC, the tops gradually
warmed and the MCS dissipated.
Figure 4b shows estimates of the average rain depth within area D (Fig. 2)
from 2015 UTC 18 March to 0215 UTC
19 March. This case exhibited the highest area-averaged rainfall rate values.
Both the gradient and growth rate versions of the technique overestimated the
rain rates for 2115, 2215, and 2315 UTC
when compared to the radar-adjusted estimates. The growth rate version agreed
with the radar estimates at 0015 and
0115 UTC and slightly overestimated
the amounts for 0215 UTC, while the
gradient version agreed with the radar
estimates at 0015 UTC and overestimated at 0115 and 0215 UTC. Overall,
the gradient version performed better
over the 3° x 3° area.
The hourly estimates, displayed in
Table 3, show that the gradient version
achieved the highest correlation coefficients of 0.52, 0.63, and 0.72 for the
12

~'

48

~'

and

.
l 0 0 " ™ 1 g n d s > respectively,

The growth rate version had correlation
coefficients equal to 0.41,0.53, and 0.68,
respectively. Almost all the other statistical analyses confirmed that the gradient version performed better than the growth rate version when
compared to the hourly adjusted radar estimates for all
grid sizes,
c. 22 June 1997, 1415-2115 UTC
(northeast Texas)
This heavy rainfall event (greater than 100 mm in
24 h) was associated with a weak 500-mb low that
had strong low-level moisture transport from the
Gulf of Mexico. The 6.7-/im water vapor imagery disVol. 79, No. 9, September 1998
Unauthenticated | Downloaded 01/09/23 02:32 PM UTC

played a pronounced tropical
plume from the southern Gulf of
Mexico into an area of active
convection over eastern Texas.
The rainfall event over Texas
evolved into a system that possessed tropical characteristics—
an area of concentrated core
rainfall near the center at night,
followed by peripheral convection during the day induced by
differential surface heating. Satellite rainfall estimates for this
FIG. 6. Scatterplot of the auto-estimator estimates for all cases, 1-h interval versus radarevent were computed between
adjusted
gauge for 12 x 12 km grid size, (a) Gradient version and (b) growth rate version.
1415 and 2115 UTC. Observation of the satellite imagery
indicated this time interval included dissipation of the respectively, compared to the growth rate version recore rainfall and development of the peripheral con- sults of 0.54, 0.64, 0.68, and 0.87. The growth rate
vection over northeast Texas. The tops of the MCSs version had the lowest bias of 0.51, 0.35, 0.26, and
were colder than 208 K.
0.53 mm h_1, while the gradient version had 0.56,0.57,
Figure 4c shows estimates of the average rain 0.57, and 0.57 mm h"1, respectively. Furthermore, stadepth within area C (Fig. 2) for 1415-2115 UTC tistical analyses indicated the gradient version pos22 June. Both the gradient and growth rate versions sessed the lowest rmse and the lowest std dev for the
performed similarly from 1415 to 1815 UTC. These 12-km and 3° grids. The growth rate version had the
versions agreed with the radar-adjusted estimates at lowest FAR, but the gradient version performed bet1515 UTC, slightly overestimated the amounts at 1615 ter with the highest POD and the lowest ERR. Since
and 1715 UTC, and underestimated the amounts at there is no significant statistical difference between
1815 UTC. The gradient version agreed with the ra- these two versions, until further evaluation, the use of
dar at 1915 UTC and overestimated the amounts at one or another version should be based on the num2015 and 2115 UTC, while the growth rate version ber of images per hour available. If two or more images per hour are available, the growth rate version
overestimated from 1915 to 2115 UTC.
Statistical results for the 12-, 48-, and 100-km offers the advantage of taking into account the time
grid resolutions showed the growth rate version pos- evolution of the precipitation systems. If only one
sessed correlation coefficients of 0.60,0.78, and 0.89, image per hour is available the gradient version alone
respectively, compared to 0.57, 0.72, and 0.76 for the should be used. Also, the gradient version has the adgradient version (Table 4). The
gradient version, however, had
the lowest bias for all grid resolutions, the highest FAR, the
lowest POD, and the lowest
ERR for the 12-km grid size.
d. All cases combined
Table 5 describes the statistical evaluation of all cases
combined for the 12-, 48-, and
100-km grids and the 3° x 3°
areas. The gradient version
showed the highest correlation
coefficients of 0.59, 0.72, 0.77,
and 0.91 for the four grid areas,

FIG. 7. Scatterplot of the auto-estimator estimates for all cases, 1-h interval versus radaradjusted gauge for 48 x 48 km grid size, (a) Gradient version and (b) growth rate version.
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Scatterplots of the hourly estimates for all cases (gradient and
growth rate versions) versus radar as a function of the four grid
areas (12, 48, and 100 km and
3°) are displayed in Figs. 6,7, 8,
and 9, respectively. In comparison with the radar-adjusted gauge
values, both the gradient and
growth rate versions tend to overestimate the observed rain for
most cases of high (5.0 mm h"1)
rainfall rates on the 12-km grid.
FIG. 8. Scatterplot of the auto-estimator estimates for all cases, 1-h interval versus radarFor the 48-km grid, the gradient
adjusted gauge for 100 x 100 km grid size, (a) Gradient version and (b) growth rate version
version still overestimates the
rain rates for cases of 5.0 mm h"1
vantage of using only one IR image at time and is and above, but it achieves a better correlation coefficient than the growth rate version (0.72 compared to
easier to implement.
The frequency distribution of rain rates computed 0.64). Similar results occurred for the 100-km grid.
by the satellite and the radar-adjusted gauge (between Finally, for the 3° x 3° grid, the gradient version per0 and 30 mm h_1) is depicted in Figs. 5a-c for the 12-, formed slightly better than the growth rate version
48-, and 100-km grids, respectively. Both the (correlation coefficient of 0.91 compared to 0.87). In
gradient and growth rate versions have similar distri- general, both the gradient and the growth rate versions
butions for all grid sizes. The major differences be- produce better results as the grid size increases due to
tween these distributions and the radar-adjusted gauge the smoothing of peak values.
distribution occurs for low precipitation rate. The satellite measurements underestimate the frequency of
rain rate within 0.0-2.0 mm h -1 . For the precipitation 5 . Conclusions and remarks
range between 2.0 and 4.0 mm h"1, both the gradient
and growth rate versions are very close to the radar
This paper describes the development of an autoobservation. For 4.0 mm h_1 and above, the gradient mated rainfall estimation technique (called the autoand growth rate rain distribution almost matches the estimator) for flash forecasting at NOAA/NESDIS.
radar-adjusted gauges with a tendency to be a little The rain rate is derived from a power-law regression
higher.
relationship between the GOES-8 IR 10.7-^um channel brightness temperature and
radar measurements of rainfall.
It is adjusted by model-derived
precipitable water and relative
humidity, and analyses of cloudtop growth rates and structures.
The technique runs in real time
and is designed for application
to flash flood watches and warnings, heavy precipitation forecasting, and initialization of
numerical weather prediction
and hydrological models.
Sensitivity analyses of the
various parameters and correcFIG. 9. Scatterplot of the auto-estimator estimates for all cases, 1-h interval versus radar- tion factors that compose the
adjusted gauge for 3° x 3° grid size, (a) Gradient version and (b) growth rate version.
auto-estimator have been ac1836
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complished. Detailed validation and statistical analysis
have been performed on three storm systems by comparing hourly estimates with collocated radar-adjusted
estimates on 1-6-h time periods. Preliminary results
on the potential application of the auto-estimator to
flash floods/heavy precipitation prediction are encouraging. The auto-estimator has some skill at 1-h time
resolution and spatial resolutions of 12 km, and it presents useful results on larger grid sizes (48-km and
larger). Cold-top (colder than 208 K) MCSs composed
the dataset for this initial validation.
Before the auto-estimator is implemented into operations, additional validation and sensitivity analyses are
necessary. Independent and qualitative studies not
shown in this paper have demonstrated that in contrast
to the reasonable performance of the technique for
well-defined and short duration convective systems,
poor results are common for stratiform cloud systems.
This is especially important during the winter season
when most of the precipitation comes from cloud tops
that are warmer than 230 K. For these cases, the danger of flash flooding results from persistent rainfall
over long periods of time, not to short-lived intense
storms associated with convective systems during the
summer. These intense convective systems are the
ones for which the auto-estimator was originally developed. We should also be careful about the use of
the auto-estimator for 24-h daily rainfall accumulation.
Moreover, independent evaluation by the NOAA Satellite Analyses Branch has also demonstrated that the
auto-estimator overestimates the area of rainfall and
amounts that are associated with slow-moving coldtopped MCSs with large cirrus shields. There is a tendency to underestimate low rainfall rates and
overestimate high ones. Underestimates of the rainfall
rates are prevalent with warm top stratiform events.
In its present preoperational form, the autoestimator now uses both GOES-8 and GOES-9 data
and soon will generate rainfall rates using 15-min IR
imagery and visible channel imagery (currently only
30-min interval IR data is employed). Plans are to ultimately replace the IFFA system with an auto-estimator in which meteorologists can adjust various
parameters (e.g., rain rate curve), edit, and quality control the final estimates. These quality control procedures may minimize some of the problems pointed
out in the previous paragraph and allow a technique
developed for convective systems only, to be extended
to other systems with some confidence. The final edited product will be available in real time for field forecasters, River Forecast Centers, NOAA Office of
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

Hydrology, NCEP, and others interested in using satellite information. The final product will be another data
source for flash flood/heavy precipitation prediction,
QPF, and model validation and initialization. Internet
access to the results are available in real time on the
NOAA Web site (http://orbit-net.nesdis.noaa.gov/ora/
ht/ff). One-hour precipitation estimates from the autoestimator have been archived since February 1997.
These precipitation estimates cover an area that include the continental United States and surrounding
land and ocean areas. Plans are to continue this
archiving effort.
Future efforts include the evolution of the autoestimator from a single channel technique to a multichannel and multisensor one. Therefore, future
endeavors will consist of incorporating other GOES
channels and developing cloud-top temperature/precipitation rate curves for different types of precipitation systems. Integration of Special Sensor
Microwave/Imagery and Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit data over water and rain gauges over
land will be accomplished in the near future. Finally,
the use of lightning data and data from the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Missions satellite will be examined for their capabilities in detecting cores of heavy
precipitation beneath the anvil cirrus.
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